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League of Women Voters of Lane County Newsletter
The following letter was inspired and drafted by Sharon Posner and edited by several Leaguers. It was sent to local newspapers, NAACP, UofO
organizations and other League partners.
Charlcie Kaylor, President
June 5, 2020

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF LANE COUNTY STATEMENT
George Floyd died in police custody in Minneapolis more than a week ago, sparking protests and calls for
justice in Lane County and across the country. The members of the League of Women Voters of Lane County
join in solidarity with community members and our fellow Leaguers nationwide grieving George Floyd’s
death.
We call on Minnesota law enforcement officials to ensure transparency during their investigation, and to seek
justice for George Floyd, his family, and his community.
We acknowledge the anger and anguish so many of us are feeling, in particular the Black community and
other communities of color already experiencing disproportionate impacts from COVID-19 as a result of systemic racism.
We urge government officials in Lane County and Oregon to listen to communities of color and to adopt
meaningful reforms that will address systemic racism, the heart of these tragic killings that disproportionately target Black people. Elected officials must be responsive to the calls for change that have long gone unheard. We also ask local officials to continuously evaluate programs and services, including police use of
force, to ensure our own communities are protecting human and civil rights.
Every American-every Oregonian-must be willing to stand against racism and oppression, and to support
individuals, organizations and leaders working for change. We cannot afford to lose focus. We must recommit ourselves to addressing injustice in our systems and institutions and to increasing our efforts at building
equitable communities where everyone feels safe and is treated humanely.

Charlcie R. Kaylor, President
League of Women Voters of Lane County

“My dear friends:
Your vote is precious,
almost sacred.
It is the most powerful
nonviolent tool we have
to create a more perfect union.”
US Representative John Lewis
2012 speech in Charlotte, NC
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I asked board members to send photographs good enough to identify them in a line
-up. Or, more likely, to recognize them if you see one at the grocery or a restaurant
(after we no longer need masks). Some are on this page, some are on page nine and
some are yet to come.
Charlcie Kaylor

Linda Ferdowsian

Terry Parker & Lupa

Sherril Kirschhoff
Paula Grisafi

LWVLC’S
treasurer
reminds us
DUES ARE DUE!

Gary Harmon

Beth Pool
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Not as in chopped and channeled
or makes 60 mph in 60 seconds
(teen-age boy talk, circa 1950). No,
it’s all hot air inside my car!

MY CAR’S TOO HOT!
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continuing presence of barriers to the campaign’s most misunderthe right to vote as guaranteed by stood story.”
the 15th Amendment to the US ConThree years prior to the 2016 elecstitution.
tion, the choke hold on voting
Carlos, the car repair shop shuttle Section 1. The right of citizens of
rights was delivered by the US Sudriver, an African American dude,
the United States to vote shall not
preme Court in the 2013 decision,
opened the van's door for me like I be denied or abridged by the Unit- Shelby County v. Holder, to diswas some kind of scary dowager.
ed States or by any State on acmiss the advances of the Voting
He seemed startled by the combicount of race, color, or previous
Rights Act of 1965.
nation of my apparent old age and condition of servitude.
my COVID19 mask shouting VOTE! Section 2. The Congress shall have No longer were states with a histoNevertheless, he was into it as he
ry of voter suppression required to
power to enforce this article by
whisked me home and, gratefully, appropriate legislation.
change their actions to the satispicked me up again after my Subfaction of Federal standards; now,
aru's AC had had its infusion.
(Oregon approved passage of the
it was open season on tactics that
th
15
Amendment
to
the
US
Constinegatively affected minority comBorn in Harlem, raised in Virginia
munities.
tution
in
1959.
That
is
NOT
a
tyand Rochester, New York, he propo.)
claimed he was a combination of
And, since I am not a monogaSouthern charm and New York
Anderson is the Charles Howard
mous reader, may I direct you to a
grit. True story! He moved to Ore- Candler Professor and Chair of Af- slightly earlier examination of
gon about a year ago but still had rican American Studies at Emory
America’s national tragedy:
his 585 area code.
University. She’s also the author
Simone de Beauvoir’s America Day
By Day, first published in Paris in
of
White
Rage,
which
won
the
NaWe shared our passions (hats and
1954. Her book chronicles her
tional
Book
Critics
Circle
Award.
gospel music) and were at that
1947 US lecture tour. If you are not
point in our relationship where I
Anderson’s
chapter
titles
tell
the
shocked by the similarities to curfelt it was time to pop the quesstory: A History of Disfranchiserent American culture, I’ll eat my
tion: "Carlos? Are you registered
ment; Voter ID; Voter Roll Purge;
beret. The bonus: each sentence
to vote?"
Rigging the Rules; The Resistance; is as finely shaped as a string of
"Nah, too crazy right now. Gotta
At the Crossroads, Half Slave, Half pearls created by Mother Nature
wait for the 'thing' to cool down."
Free.
on a good day.
The 'thing' that is described in
The author’s thesis, which she sup- De Beauvoir also included the text
Carol Anderson's well-researched
ports in this 158-page book (plus
of the 15th Amendment of the US
and moving book, One Person, No
109 pages of resources and notes): Constitution in her book----in the
Vote: How Voter Suppression Is
“Minority voters did not just refuse section where she describes her
Destroying Our Democracy is the
to show up” (on November 8,
experiences coming face-to-face
2016); “Republican legislatures
with Louisiana’s double standard.
and governors systematically
But I digress!
blocked African Americans, Hispanics, and Asian Americans from If you are looking for a pair of
the polls.”
books with generational perspective, call Jeremy (J. Michael’s) or
Anderson then goes on to illusScott (Landgren at Tsunami) and
trate how these rights have indeed order both of these moving and
been abridged and focuses her
maddening books. After your
headlights on that election. Most
blood pressure returns to normal,
of us can remember the 2016 elec- you’ll be able to conjure up ways
tion, so it’s riveting to read how
to help combat this theft of citithe culprits pulled off an amazing zenship.
heist.
Politics may be local, but results
The press at the time decreed that are national-and inter-generational.
Hilary wasn’t Barack and that’s
what kept minorities from the pollSherril Kirchhoff
ing stations. As Anderson states,
“The disappearing minority voter is
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LWV NATIONAL CONVENTION

For six days at the end of June 2020
LWVUS held its 54th Biennial Convention in an unprecedented manner. About 1200 delegates from all
50 states and a few territories, and
across several time zones attended
by Zoom. Previous in-person conventions had 700 to 800 attendees.
Starting June 22, three days of caucuses were held on topics ranging
from Oregon League’s Privacy and
Cybersecurity Study and Climate
Migration, Immigration and Human
Rights Caucuses, to Abolition of the
Electoral College, to Rebuilding
Trust with Each Other to Save Our
Civil Society, to Voting Rights
Across a Lifespan. Some topics garnered a broad consensus in favor of
the information presented; others
were more controversial.

fend those positions. It is a method
intended to induce more active participation in our democracy that has
garnered high praise in schools nation-wide and fits well with the
LWV’s philosophy and objectives.
Another highly praised workshop
was Engaging Non-Voters & Seldom
Voters in Lowest Turnout Precincts:
the basics of how to identify lowvoting neighborhoods and methods
to reach them. Pre-COVID19 methods, such as going door-to-door,
were surprisingly well received.
Handouts spelling out the ABCs of
voting were effective as were pandemic methods such as door hangers. One group even offered a 24/7
phone line to answer questions!
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President, Dr. Deborah Turner, was
elected. The program proposed by
the LWVUS was adopted along with
two additional motions brought
from the floor by individual state
leagues, Protections of Public Lands
and Abolition of the Electoral College.

The proposed program included
retaining current LWVUS positions in
the areas of Representative Government, International Relations, Natural Resources and Social Policy. The
Board also recommended a Leaguewide Campaign for Making Democracy Work: Voting Rights, Improving
Elections, Campaign Finance/Money
in Politics, and Redistricting. It proposed continuing work on Climate
Change, ERA, Health Care, Gun SafeIf you are interested in watching
ty and Immigration. Finally, the
some of the caucuses and inforOne controversial topic was the idea mation sessions visit:
Board recommended the Electoral
of having voting rights bestowed
Systems Concurrence should go to
https://www.lwv.org/leaguefrom birth. The main argument pre- management/councilthe convention floor for a vote,
sented was it would teach children
convention/2020-convention-virtual- where it passed. Our new president
from an early age that voting is im- caucuses-and-info-sessions
ended the session with some closportant. The theory was also that
ing remarks.
children at a much younger age can Following the caucuses and workhttps://www.lwv.org/
make rational and intelligent voting shops there was a day for an organi- ConventionSchedule
zational meeting that included pardecisions. No discussion ensued
The Oregon delegates met via Zoom
liamentary guidance to work out the
about the influence or control parprior to the convention. This helped
logistics of debating and voting durents could have over young chilfolks new to Zoom as well as LWV
dren’s decision making. In practice, ing the convention. Finally, there
convention newbies. Positions
it seems, this has a strong potential were two days during which the ple- (particularly those proffered by
nary session took place. The keyto give increased voting clout to
LWVOR) were discussed and debatgroups who traditionally have large note speaker was Norah O’Donnell, ed. Anticipating the lack of commumanaging editor and anchor of the
families.
nications among Oregon delegates
CBS Evening News. By-law changes
we used WhatsApp to comment and
The workshop on Improving Civics
were approved, as was the annual
ask questions during the plenary
Education and Strengthening Debudget. The slate of new national
sessions. Great idea! LWVOR Presimocracy with the Harvard Case
board members, including our new
dent Becky Gladstone did the equivStudy method generated a lot of
alent of juggling balls while riding a
enthusiasm. The method examines
unicycle on a tightrope. During our
a problem from American history by
delegate pre-meetings and the conhaving discussions on how to advention she kept us on track by
dress it. For example, many decikeeping an eye on four screens. It
sions needed to be made about
was easily a 30 hour commitment
which ideas were incorporated into
for delegates, and adult beverages
the Constitution and which were left
were welcomed by some after the
out to induce the original states to
sessions.
form the union. After assigned
study, a group of citizens or students takes part in the decisionBy Charlcie Kaylor,
making exercise to see what they
but mostly
would come up with as compared to
Paula Grisafi, Voter Service
what our founding fathers deChair
Deborah Turner, MD, JD, serves as
cided. They discuss the prob20th president of LWVUS
lems faced and the compromises needed and explain and de- https://www.lwv.org/about-us/staff-leadership/deborah-turner
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ACTION REPORT
The LWVLC Action Committee met July 1 to discuss
its own leadership as well as current issues in our
area. Terry Parker has agreed to chair the Action
Committee beginning in September, or maybe
October. Thank you, Terry!

Climate

The League signed on to a resolution in support of
the city of Eugene’s Climate Action Plan.

Urban Reserves

The City of Eugene is close to the final step in adopting four urban reserve areas.
All cities in Oregon have urban growth boundaries
(UGBs), which by law means that the city has sufficient land for job and housing development for 20
years. Urban reserves help prepare cities for when
UGBs need to expand to meet that 20-year requirement.

escape clause and a commitment to public input to
help create a model that does not include officers
stationed in the schools.
The board passed an Anti-racism and Equity resolution in an effort to recognize and combat implicit bias and overt racism.
It includes:
⚫ An affirmation that Black lives matter and a commitment to identify and correct institutional racism
and practices and policies that perpetuate gaps in
achievement and opportunity.
⚫ More money will be invested in counseling, health,
and social emotional resources for underserved students.

Eugene Public Library

The city council is likely going to ask voters to renew
the 2015 levy for the Library at the same rate. This
levy has allowed increased access to library services
The City now needs the public to consider the areas it and resources through more hours for branch librarhas identified and take a survey to comment on the
ies and created new programs for business developproposed plan. The survey will be open through July
ment and programs to promote student success. The
26 and can be accessed at www.engage.eugeneAction Committee will consider taking a position on
or.gov. There is a video which explains the concept,
the levy request after it is referred to voters, if it is
and there are maps to illustrate the areas being con- referred.
sidered.
Eugene 4J
The district may be looking at a $17.5 million state
funding shortfall in the 2020–21 budget year due to
the pandemic. That represents more than 7 percent
of the district’s proposed $238.5 million operating
budget. Priorities are to provide a full school year for
students, maintain class sizes and avoid employee
layoffs.
Dr. Balderas said more needs to be done to increase
internet access among students, and the district
would like to work with the city and other public
agencies to explore ways to close the “digital divide”
in the local community.
Declining enrollment, high operating costs per student, and the school’s low diversity were major factors in the decision to close Corridor Elementary.
Closing Corridor will also save $1 million in bonds
by not having to renovate a wing of the current
North Eugene High School to accommodate Corridor
students.
The board voted to remove Eugene Police officers
from campuses by the end of the year, a move they
hope will make diverse groups feel safer on school
grounds. The current agreement includes a 30-day

Keeping track of issues

You can see by reading the summary of 4J issues provided by Freddi Weishahn how helpful it is to have
someone dedicated to following a particular issue or
a particular local government. Think about what you
are paying most attention to and share that with the
Action Committee. The meetings of the Eugene City
Council and the Lane County Board of Commissioners
are both shown on local TV and are easy to “attend.”
Other meetings such as those of the City of Springfield council are also available to watch remotely. Virtual meetings you watch from your home allow you
to voice your opinions with no repercussions! You
can stand up and move around! If you are watching
these meetings now, please think about integrating
your viewing with the League’s work.
Linda Lynch, Chair Pro-Tem

Action Committee Meeting
AUGUST 5, 10am
Via ZOOM
All are welcome.
If you wish to attend let Linda Lynch know and
you will be added to the invitation list.
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INITIATIVE PETITION 57 REPRIEVE

Earlier this spring, People Not Politicians Oregon formed a coalition
with a number of groups including
the League of Women Voters Oregon, to gather enough signatures
to put an initiative on the November 2020 ballot that would create a
more transparent process to reapportion legislative districts. Initiative Petition 57 (IP 57) would
change the Oregon Constitution by
creating an independent commission to perform the redistricting
process after the decennial census.
To get its constitutional amendment on the ballot, People Not Politicians would have had to collect
149,360 valid signatures by July 2.
Because of opposition from lobbyists, the coalition could not begin
to gather signatures until April of
this year, just as Covid-19 became
a global threat and social distancing was instituted. Without the
ability to collect signatures by approaching individuals face-to-face,
PNP mailed 500,000 petitions to
Oregon voters, but received only a
10% return. To collect the remaining number of signatures needed,
PNP posted the petition to their
website so that voters could download, sign, and mail it back to PNP.

LWVLC Summer 2020

Volunteers used various media,
neighborhood association networking, League member rosters, lists
of family and friends, etc., to ask,
encourage, cajole, and prod as
many people as possible to sign
and return the petitions by the
deadline. Despite the effort, they
amassed only 64,000 signatures.

However, on June 15, the Oregon
Department of Justice asked the US
9th Circuit Court of Appeals for an
emergency stay of McShane's order, stating that it would be a violation of the process for amendments to the Oregon Constitution
and that federal judges should not
have the power to amend procedures created by state constituRecognizing it was going to fall far tions. The PNP coalition is continushort of the required total, People ing to accept signatures until AuNot Politicians filed a lawsuit in
gust 17 or until a ruling from the
federal court seeking leniency from 9th Circuit Court of Appeals.
the Secretary of State, Bev Clarno,
stating that the pandemic and pub- If you or anyone you know has not
lic health mandates imposed a se- already signed the petition, do so
vere burden on the plaintiffs’ First now! Go to
and Fourteenth Amendment rights, peoplenotpoliticiansoregon.com/ to
making it almost impossible to
print, read, sign, and mail the petiplace the initiative on the ballot.
tion – and urge friends and family
After a three hour hearing on July
members to do so. For questions
10, US District Judge Michael
and other information, call PNP at
McShane offered two remedies to
503-386-7996 or email them at
Clarno: allow the proposal on the
info@peoplenotpoliticiansoregon.com
ballot, or reduce the signature
threshold by 50%, which would
Freddi Weishahn
equal 58,789 signatures, and push
back the deadline to August 17.
She chose the extension and reduced threshold. As of Monday,
July 13, Clarno stated she would
not be appealing the decision.

MEMBERSHIP WELCOMES...
The Membership Committee is pleased to welcome these newest members to the League:

Christa Danielson
Rogena Degge
Colleen Lewis
Francine Neareng
Beth Patterson
Alida Rol
Some of them have already expressed an interest in Voter Service. Way to go.
A reminder to new and older members: if you would like to know and learn more about the League, remember that we have a mentor program. An experienced mentor can answer your questions. For more information on this please contact:
Sharon Posner
smposner@comcast.net
541-484-0268
Helen Beardsworth
hbeardswo@gmail.com
541-913-1644

Veronika Walton, Membership Chair

LWVLC Summer 2020
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GUN SAFETY

In addition to the current pandemic, high unemployment and
protests for social justice, the
country is experiencing a spike
in gun violence. According to a
recent article in the Washington
Post, over the Fourth of July weekend a number of
large cities across the country experienced increased
gun violence, including New York, Chicago, Miami
and Milwaukee. Here in Oregon the Portland Police
Bureau reported that shootings in July rose markedly
from the previous year. As of July 10, police had been
called to 29 shootings as compared to eight for the
same period a year ago, a 262% increase. Statistics
for Eugene were not readily available.
Ceasefire Oregon tracks annual Oregon gun deaths
using data from the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) and the Gun Violence Archive (GVA). In 2018 a
total of 519 people were fatally shot in our state.
The numbers for 2018 are as follows:
427 people used a firearm to kill themselves.
67 people died from firearm homicide.
15 people were fatally shot during an incident with
law enforcement.
10 people were fatally shot either unintentionally or
with an unknown intent.

Although Oregon’s firearm homicide rate is lower
than the national rate, the state’s firearm suicide rate
of 94.1 per million is much higher than the national
rate of 70.1 per million. Eighty-two percent of all firearm related deaths in Oregon are suicides. According
to Penny Okamoto, executive director of Ceasefire
Oregon, “The high lethality of guns combined with
easy access to an unsecured gun is a grave danger at
any time, but particularly now when people are struggling financially and lack access to resources.”
Pandemic statistics for suicide with a firearm are not
immediately available, but given Oregon’s high rate
of depression, a risk factor for suicide, mental health
concerns continue to increase. In addition, there is
the high level of isolation associated with the pandemic, another risk factor for suicide. In these turbulent times we are all isolated from our usual face-toface contacts and meaningful activities. Garden Club
members were urged to send three “thinking of you”
cards, something, anything, to remind friends we are
all in this together. A simple act worth considering…

Donna Michel

JULY BOARD MEETING NOTES
In spite of the Corona Virus social
proposal to donate to a Black
isolation rules, the League’s new
Lives Matter or women of color
Board of officers and directors for
organization or support pro2020-21 has been meeting and has
ject.
kept things going. Activities of the
committees, which have continued • Mary Keating is working with
to meet and work via Zoom or
Linda Ferdowsian as well as the
someplace outside, are keeping up
units organizers to figure out
the work in order to be prepared
how best to maintain the excelfor fall. In addition, Leaguers who
lent Units work this fall.
don’t happen to serve on the Board
right now have been providing our • Gayle Downing, who has been
organization and our community
League historian for a long,
with their valuable services.
long time is retiring, but the
Some examples:
excellent scrapbooks she has
• Eileen Adee collected 18 signacompiled will provide a great
tures on the People Not Politiexample for the incoming hiscians petitions! (I worked dilitorian.
gently and only managed 10!)
The Board continues to meet on
• Janet Calvert, long time
third Wednesdays at 1:30, but inLeaguer and former president
stead of donning masks, they have
(twice) and LWVOR trainer, etc. been navigating, sometimes with
etc., has been working up a
glitches, through virtual meetings

via Zoom. These meetings are
open to all members and citizens.
Anyone interested can get an einvitation with the password by
notifying host Rhonda Livesay with
their email address so they are on
the invitation list. Everybody patiently and with good humor waits,
or assists if they have skills, as
there are always some who need
guidance at the beginning.

Jeanne Taylor, Secretary
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Units!!!
Getting back on track as best we can. Please let Mary Keating (Fearless Unit Leader) know your unit’s information by August 21 so we can get it posted in the Argus.
Program information is coming to unit leaders soon. Stay tuned.

Remember Third Thursdays?
While in-person third Thursday speakers and lunch have been cancelled until further notice, there is an effort
being made to secure speakers that you could watch and hear via Zoom. The process will be similar to our
annual meeting and those luncheons of the past, where people who want to hear the speaker will register.
They will receive the invitation delivered to their email in boxes with a hyperlink to the meeting. It is very
easy to attend such a lecture event, even if you have to make your own lunch.
Watch for an announcement in the September Argus!!!

Linda Lynch

Voter Service
The Voter Service Committee has changed its meeting time to 10am the second Thursday of the month.
We are looking for volunteers to
• join the committee or
• volunteer to help for special events like online candidate forums or
• get out the vote efforts.
Most of these will be virtual.
Contact Paula Grisafi at voterservice@lwvlc.org for more information.

Paula Grisafi, Voter Service Chair

Naturalization News
Stephanie Winsor reports the following: All Naturalization ceremonies in the District of Oregon have been
cancelled until at least October 15.

The Vote
PBS American Experience is currently showing "The Vote," a two-part
series on the dramatic and complex history of the path to the 19th
Amendment. The series is enriched with numerous moving images
from the era and is available on PBS.org. One does not need to be a
member of PBS to access the videos.
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/vote/
Also coming soon on PBS, "She Resisted," images from the historical
movement, enhanced with color for the first time.

Freddi Weishahn
Gayle Downing

We wish to thank Gayle for her many years of work as our League’s historian. Check out her efforts if you are
in the office. The scrapbooks made by her and her predecessors have been immensely valuable to record our
history as well as an important and often used archive.
Gayle has retired from the task and now we need a new…

Historian

Someone who appreciates the importance of paper records would be ideal to collect and archive evidence of
our efforts and achievements. If you are interested, please get in touch with Linda Ferdowsian at
lferdowsian@yahoo.com

Charlcie Kaylor
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ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS
You are invited to watch the virtual
award ceremony for the winners of
Women and the Vote High School Essay
Contest sponsored by the League of
Women Voters of Lane County and
Wordcrafters of Eugene.

The entries were judged on eight specific criteria, including how well the
essay informs readers and makes them
think, whether if has a fully developed
argument and if it presents a novel,
creative or fresh point of view. The contest was held to recognize and celeAll high school students in Lane County brate the 100th anniversary of the paswere invited to enter the contest by
sage of the 19th Amendment to the US
submitting a 500-750-word essay adConstitution giving women the right to
dressing some aspect of women and
vote. 2020 is also the centennial of the
the vote. The deadline to submit an
founding of the League of Women Votentry was March 12.
ers.

The winners will be announced at a
virtual award ceremony at 3:30 pm
Wednesday, August 19. To “attend,”
email Contact@LWVLC.org and we will
send you the meeting link prior to the
event.

Kathy Madison,
Public Relations Chair

Kathy Madison

Charlcie Kaylor

OREGON CELEBRATES
WOMEN’S RIGHT TO VOTE,
SEARCHES FOR LOST HISTORY
CONNECTED TO WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DdJwv-bUwQ
A three minute video with displays of
Oregon women’s suffrage movement at the
Oregon Historical Museum.
Do you have something of significance
to contribute?

Freddi Weishahn & Chehalis

Suite 250, 380 Q STREET, SPRINGFIELD, OREGON 97477
541-343-7917
For the latest information visit our website http://lwvlc.org/

CALENDAR
AUGUST
513
18
19
21

10 am, Action committee
- 10 am, Voter Service Committee
- 2 pm, Membership Committee
- 1:30 pm, Board meeting
- Midnight, Argus deadline

LWVLC Office Hours
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
(except holidays)
11 am - 1:30 pm

Please contact the committee chairs to confirm meeting method.
Most will be via Zoom and require an invitation to attend.

http://lwvlc.org/get-involved/donate/
Thanks to our
2020-21 Directory
Advertisers
Lane Forest Products
Baker Bay Bead Company

Christine Dambach
Farmers Insurance
The Eugene Hotel
Unique Properties
Aayres Appliance Repair
Ambrosia

HELP LWVLC “MAKE SOME NOISE” TO
EDUCATE VOTERS
Now that LWVLC is a 501(c)(3) donations and dues are tax deductible. Here is
one of the ways to help.
Members who received a stimulus check may have a number of charitable
organizations they wish to help during the COVID-19 pandemic. The stimulus
bill contains a one-time, above-the-line deduction for cash contributions of up
to $300 made to qualifying charities like LWVLC.

Bel Ami
Coburg Road Car Wash
Dot Dotson’s
Eugene’s Flower Home

SPEAKING OF TAX DEDUCTIBLE…

Eugene Mailbox Center

DUES ARE DUE!!!

Folkways
Long's Meat Market

